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Abstract
An interesting protocol for quantum identity authentication on a basis of the clas-
sic shared secret has been presented recently (Hong et al. in Quantum Inf Process
16(10): 236, 2017). It requires few resources and it is technologically feasible. Its
seminal analysis focuses on average eavesdropper’s information gain per single pro-
tocol run—a parameter suitable for estimation of the security margin applicable to
the protocols aiming at provision of confidentiality. However, the security require-
ments of the authentication process are very stringent—no single bit of the secret
can be revealed, otherwise the eavesdropper can collect subsequent bits of the secret
in successive protocol runs. The failure of the seminal version to meet this require-
ment is demonstrated. The sequential processing of qubits and the static nature of
the compared data is the rationale behind the improvement. The introduced changes
make that partial information gained in some authentication attempt gives the eaves-
droppers no advantage in breaking the next ones. They are forced to consider each
authentication transaction as a separate puzzle that can be solved according to all-or-
nothing paradigm. The improvement retains conceptual simplicity and technological
feasibility of the seminal version of the protocol.

Keywords Quantum cryptography · Quantum communication · Quantum identity
authentication

1 Introduction

The quantum cryptography, since the pioneering works of Wiesner [1], Ingarden [2]
and Bennett et al. [3], grew up into a full-blown research discipline. It aims at pro-
vision of cryptographic primitives with security driven by the laws of physics [4,5].
Quantum key distribution (QKD) [3,4,6–8], quantum direct communication (QDC)
[9–12], quantum secret sharing (QSS) [13,14], quantum private comparison (QPC)
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[15] and quantum identity authentication (QIA) [16] are subject of ongoing research
on exploiting the nonclassicallity of physical systems to provide features not avail-
able within classical paradigm. Some of the these new protocols have been realized in
laboratory [17–21] or deployed in the field [22].

The authentication is a cryptographic primitive that aims at verification of some
unique feature of the data. It involves two entities—the supplicant that states the claim
and the authenticator who checks whether the claim is true. The term “authentication”
is used in two different contexts in cryptography. In data authentication, the authentica-
tor checks the claim in offline mode using only the received chunk of data. Contrary, in
user or identity authentication, the parties perform an interactive protocol inwhich sup-
plicant proves possession of some unique data, i.e. that he knows some shared secret or
he posseses some token or he has some attribute. The security of the protocol requires
that no sensitive information exchanged during its execution can leak to the poten-
tial eavesdropper. The classical solutions of the problem rely on a challenge-response
protocol: (a) the authenticator feeds the supplicant with random data, (b) the authen-
ticator requests the supplicant to perform computations that involve the data and the
shared secret, (c) the authenticator checkswhether the result provided by the supplicant
matches the result computed earlier locally. The challenge-response protocol draws
the security from computational complexity of inverting the function that mixes shared
secret with random parameter known to eavesdropper. It is susceptible to brute force or
dictionary attackswhen the shared secret is too simple. To avoid that, the protocol is fre-
quently executed in encrypted tunnel, which is set up with the help of public key algo-
rithms.However, it has beendemonstrated that quantumcomputers canpotentially pro-
vide exponential speed-up of some calculations, and that they can be used to break pub-
lic key cryptography [23]. All that renders potential insecurity of classical solutions.

QIA aims at the design of protocols with security resulting from the laws of physics.
Quantummechanics guarantee that evenmost powerful eavesdropperwith a full access
to the quantum channel cannot perfectly distinguish non-orthogonal or partially acces-
sible quantum states and his actions inevitably introduce disturbances which can be
detected by authenticating parties. Many authors have sought for the improvement in
the authentication process in the quantum nature of the shared secret, i.e. its partial
accessibility to the eavesdropper. Zeng et al. [24] proposed an identity verification
system based on entanglement distribution centre which also serves as an arbitrator in
the protocol eavesdropping detection phase. Ljunggren [25] proposed authentication
scheme based on the fully trusted arbitrator and a family of entanglement-based proto-
cols for shared secret distribution. Shi et al. [26] andWei et al. [27] proposed a scheme
based on a shared entangled state between twoparticipantswhich can authenticate each
other without classical channel. Zhou et al. [28] proposed two authentication schemes
based on teleportation and entanglement swapping. The schemes are accomplished by
transmitting identity information via quantum channels using shared EPR pairs and
by exchanging necessary commands through public, unprotected classical channels.

Provision of entangled secrets that can be shared for a long time in a room tem-
perature is a challenging task for the present day technology because of the inevitable
decoherence. QIA protocols based on classic shared secret avoid this difficulty. In this
class of protocols, quantummechanics is used as a tool for provision of privacy for the
authentication process, i.e. it is used as a replacement of an encrypted tunnel used in
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classic variants of user authentication. In the simplest case, this encrypted tunnel can be
provided by links protected byQKD technology along with the one-time-pad cipher as
in Dušek et al. [29]. However, bootstrap of QKD requires authenticated classic chan-
nel which is achieved by classic cryptographic techniques. A method of classic secret
verification based on purely quantum communication and employing techniques used
in QDC has been proposed by Zhang et al. [30]. Lee et al. [31] proposed protocol in
which an arbitrator shares separate classic secret keys with registered parties. On data
transmission request, the arbitrator generates GHZ states and posts single particles
to communicating peers. The entanglement of GHZ states is used to verify users’
identities and transfer confidential information. The arbitrator is involved not only in
the authentication process but also he has to cooperate in the communication process.
Thus it is implicitly assumed that he is fully trusted. That fact has been demonstrated
by Yen et al. [32] and the protocol’s improvement exploiting entanglement swapping
to isolate the arbitrator from the communication process has been presented. Recently,
Hong et al. [33] proposed an interesting method of classic secret verification that can
be regarded as an adaptation of the famous BB84 protocol [3] for this specific task.
However, it has some security deficiencies in operation mode described in the seminal
paper—the authenticated classic channel is required and some bits of the shared secret
may leak out.

This contribution proposes improvement in the Hong et al. [33] protocol and it
provides comparison of both versions. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes Hong et al. proposal and provides discussion of identified deficiencies.
The remedy and its rationale, which is the main contribution of the paper, is presented
in Sect. 3. Concluding remarks constitute the last section.

2 Analysis

Security requirements for the identity authentication protocols are very stringent:

– none of the bits of the shared secret can be exposed to the eavesdropper,
– shared secret is unchanged between subsequent unsuccessful protocol runs,
– no prior authentication of the supporting classical channel can be assumed.

The following discussion of the protocol under consideration takes the aforementioned
aspects into account.

The seminal protocol [33] operates in message or control modes that are randomly
interwoven. Alice and Bob:

– share a secret k composed of even number of bits,
– can communicate with the classic public channel and an unprotected quantum one,
– agree to use rectilinear B0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and diagonal B1 = {|+〉, |−〉} bases,
– use rules from Table 1 to encode a pair of classic bits into a quantum state.

The protocol continues as follows:

1. Both parties set counter n = 0.
2. If n is greater that length of the secret—authentication successful, otherwise pro-

ceed.
3. Alice randomly selects message or control mode:
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Table 1 Encoding rules used by Alice and Bob

Even bit value (kn ) Basis Odd bit value (kn+1) Quantum state

0 B0 0 |0〉
0 B0 1 |1〉
1 B1 0 |+〉
1 B1 1 |−〉

4. Message mode:

(a) Alice takes bits (kn, kn+1) of the shared secret and she constructs a quantum
state according to Table 1.

(b) Alice sends the state to Bob.
(c) Bob measures the incoming state. He selects the measurement basis using bit

kn of his own copy of the shared secret. The measurement outcome equals to
k′
n+1.

(d) Bob announces reception. Alice communicates that they operate in message
mode.

(e) Bob compares the received and the expected value of the bit. If k′
n+1 = kn+1

then proceed: confirm cycle success to Alice, n = n + 2, then go to step 2;
otherwise abort the protocol.

5. Control mode

(a) Alice creates the pair (kn, d) from the even bit of the shared secret and some
random bit d and then, on their basis, she constructs a quantum state according
to Table 1.

(b) Alice sends the state to Bob.
(c) Bob measures incoming state. He selects the measurement basis using bit kn

of his own copy of the shared secret. The measurement outcome equals to d ′.
(d) Bob announces reception. Alice communicates that they operate in control

mode and the value of d.
(e) Bob compares the received and the expected value of the bit. If d ′ = d then

proceed: confirm cycle success to Alice, n = n + 2, go to step 2, otherwise
abort the protocol.

2.1 Man-in-the-middle attack

Let Eve impersonates Alice. The MITM attack assumes that Eve measures photons
coming from Alice and forwards fake ones in a state derived from the measurement
outcome. If Eve selects measurement basis correctly, nothing special happens: (a) her
outcome is in agreement with Alice’s encoding, (b) the reconstructed photon is in
a correct state, (c) secret bit decoded by Bob has the expected value so the protocol
continues. However, if Eve selects basis incorrectly there is a 50% chance that Bob’s
decoding fails. This happens independent on operation mode selected by Alice. The
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situation in which Bob’s measurement yields, by an accident, the expected result is
not interesting—the protocol simply continues and Eve has no clue what was the
basis and value of the encoded qubit—it can be correct one because of two reasons:
(a) proper basis selection, (b) random nature of quantum measurement outcome in
improper basis. On the other hand, if Bob’s measurement yields an incorrect result
then the protocol is aborted (points 4e and 5e of the seminal protocol specification).
This is a sign for Eve, that the basis she has selected is incorrect. Eve learns that
way the value of the even numbered bit kn of the shared secret that is responsible
for the basis selection. Alice probably takes another try to authenticate. In the next
protocol run, Eve will select the correct basis for the protocol cycle controlled by the
known bit and she will learn the value of the odd numbered bit kn+1 responsible for
the photon polarization. For the rest of photons, she might still use the measure and
resend strategy. In case of protocol abortion, she will learn the value of another evenly
numbered bit. Smart policy of selection of protocol cycles to be attacked permits Eve
to learn bits of the shared secret as long as Alice and Bob won’t be changing the shared
secret frequently.

2.2 Entangle and discriminate attack

The seminal proposal [33] includes analysis of the entangle and measure attack, in
which Eve entangles the travel qubit with her own probe register. Depending on the
outcome of Bob’s measurement, the probe is left in different states and, on this basis,
Eve can draw information on the state of the travel qubit. The price she pays for her
knowledge is a nonzero error rate observed by Bob. Various entangling strategies and
probe states discrimination techniques result in distinct trade-offs between Eve’s infor-
mation gain and induced error rate. The seminal analysis estimates Eve’s information
gain assuming minimum error discrimination and availability of infinite number of
copies of the state to be examined. The discussion presented below addresses the suc-
cess rate of entangle and measure attack with Eve having an access to only one copy of
the state to be discriminated. It is shown that under this restriction, the seminal version
of the protocol is not secure in the context of constraints quoted at the beginning of
this section.

It is known that for the BB84 protocol, which is mimicked by the protocol under
consideration, the optimal information gain is provided by the Brandt probe [34,35]
that uses non-orthogonal probe states andCNOT gate as the entangling operation. Let
the bases used by Alice and Bob be denotedB0 = {|u〉, |ū〉} andB1 = {|v〉, |v̄〉} and
be rotated for ±π/8 relative to the computational basis used by Eve in construction
of the entangling operation, as depicted in Fig. 1.

The bases are related to each other with the following formulas

|0〉 = c|u〉 + s|ū〉 |1〉 = −s|u〉 + c|ū〉 (1)

|0〉 = c|v〉 − s|v̄〉 |1〉 = s|v〉 + c|v̄〉 (2)

where c = cos π
8 = 1

2

√
2 + √

2 and s = sin π
8 = 1

2

√
2 − √

2. It is assumed that
cbit 0 is encoded as {|u〉, |v〉} depending on basis choice, while cbit 1 is encoded as
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Fig. 1 Orientation of bases in
Brandt probe setup

v̄
ū

v

u

0

1 = 0̄

π/8

{|ū〉, |v̄〉} (see Table 1). Eve simply entangles the travel qubit with the probe register
using CNOT gate controlled by the travel qubit

CNOT = |0〉〈0| ⊗ I + |1〉〈1| ⊗ X (3)

where I is the identity operator and X = |1〉〈0| + |0〉〈1| denotes bit flip applied to
the target register. Eve has a freedom of selection of the initial state |χ〉 placed in the
probe register. The following identities hold true, independent on its value

|u〉|χ〉 CNOT−−−−→ |u〉
(
c2 I + s2X

)
|χ〉 + |ū〉sc (

I − X
) |χ〉 (4)

|v〉|χ〉 CNOT−−−−→ |v〉
(
c2 I + s2X

)
|χ〉 − |v̄〉sc (

I − X
) |χ〉 (5)

|ū〉|χ〉 CNOT−−−−→ |ū〉
(
s2 I + c2X

)
|χ〉 + |u〉sc (

I − X
) |χ〉 (6)

|v̄〉|χ〉 CNOT−−−−→ |v̄〉
(
s2 I + c2X

)
|χ〉 − |v〉sc (

I − X
) |χ〉 (7)

The second terms on the right-hand side are responsible for errors observed by Bob.
Eve can tune the error rate by proper selection of the initial state. Let us assume its
following parameterization

|χ〉 = √
1 − 2PE |+〉 + √

2PE |−〉 (8)

where |±〉 = (|0〉 ± |1〉) /
√
2. Then |e〉 = sc

(
I − X

) |χ〉 = √
PE |−〉 so the prob-

ability that Bob detects Eve is equal to PE . If Bob’s measurement is correct, i.e. he
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does not observe an error, then there are two possible states of Eve’s register

|χ0〉 =
(
c2 I + s2X

)
|χ〉 = √

1 − 2PE |+〉 + √
PE |−〉 (9)

|χ1〉 =
(
s2 I + c2X

)
|χ〉 = √

1 − 2PE |+〉 − √
PE |−〉 (10)

Please note that |χ0〉 occurs always when Alice encoded classic bit 0, independent
on the selected basis. Similarly |χ1〉 occurs always when Alice’s bit equals to 1, so
detection which one of these two states is in the register is sufficient for Eve to decode
odd numbered bit kn+1. But the states |χ0〉 and |χ1〉 are not orthogonal, so no perfect
technique to do that exists. Theminimumerror discrimination givesmaximumaverage
information at the price of limited confidence, so Eve is never 100% sure what was the
value of the eavesdropped bit. She has to repeat the discrimination procedure multiple
times on identical copies of the state to enlarge her confidence level. In contrary, an
unambiguous discrimination gives Eve 100%confident information onwhich one state
is in the register at the price of obtaining inconclusive results with some finite rate.
This technique seems to be more appropriate in the context of shared secret recovery.

The rate of inconclusive measurements is equal to the overlap between discrimi-
nated states [36,37], so Eve has no clue on bit value with probability

Q = 〈χ0|χ1〉
‖χ0‖‖χ1‖ = 1 − 3PE

1 − PE
(11)

Protocol continues until Bob observes an error. The expected number of consecutive
successful protocol cycles followed by a detection event depends on induced error
rate

L =
∞∑

l=0

l(1 − PE )l PE = 1 − PE
PE

(12)

where (1−PE )l PE represents probability of occurrenceof exactly l successful protocol
cycles followed by a failure. Eve conclusively eavesdrops only (1 − Q) fraction of
these cycles. Her average information gain per protocol run equals to

IE = (1 − Q)L = 2PE
1 − PE

1 − PE
PE

= 2 (13)

so she learns two classic bits independent on induced error rate. This is a result of
two mutually balancing effects: (a) small error rate permits for long sequences before
detection but the unambiguous discrimination is then inefficient, (b) high induced error
rate permits effective discrimination at the price of quicker detection.

Analysis of the presented version of entangle andmeasure attack may be concluded
with some optimistic observation. The Brandt probe design is founded on the assump-
tion that during reconcillation phase of BB84, Eve will learn the basis that was used
for encoding of classic bits. In the considered protocol, this is no longer true. Eve
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assumes apriori the encoding method: 0 is encoded as |v〉 or |u〉 and 1 is encoded as
|v̄〉 or |ū〉. The eavesdropping works because probe permits discrimination of hori-
zontal (|v〉, |u〉) and vertical (|v̄〉, |ū〉) states and 0 (1) is encoded always as horizontal
(vertical) state. The technique used above simply would not work for Alice and Bob
using the following encoding rules: 0 → (|u〉 or |v̄〉), 1 → (|ū〉 or |v〉). Then probe
would differentiate between horizontal and vertical states but it would be not known
which basis the identified state came from and Eve would be unable to make the deci-
sion whether Alice encoded “0” or “1” (see Table 2). The problem of constructing the
entangling probe for this version of encoding remains an open question.

3 Results

It has been shown in the preceding section that analysis provided by the seminal pre-
sentation of the protocol is not complete as it does not take into account requirements
specific for the authentication process. The static value of the compared secret and its
sequential processing bit by bit are the main properties that seriously diminish offered
security margin. These deficiencies can be removed by supplementing the quantum
communication with the classical data processing. Please note that such an approach
is a common practice—both killer applications of quantum data processing, i.e. the
Shor’s factorization and QKD simply would not work without support of dedicated
classic algorithms. The main idea of this contribution is related to the exploitation of
the hash function properties to introduce a pseudorandom nature of the compared bit
string. In consequence, the eavesdropper is faced with the all-or-nothing task, that he
can successfully complete with probability close to zero.

Let Alice and Bob share a sequence k consisting of an even number of bits. Let
they also agree on some hash function H (·) and two mutually unbiased bases—for
instance computational basis B0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and its dual basis B1 = {|+〉, |−〉}
where |±〉 = (|0〉 ± |1〉) /

√
2. They can communicate via the quantum and classic

channels that are not protected by any means. Alice task is to convince Bob that she
knows the sequence k without revealing none of its bits to the potential eavesdropper
possibly hanging on a classic and/or quantum channel. The steps of the improved
procedure are similar to the message mode of the seminal protocol. The control mode
is removed.

1. Alice generates random number rA and she calculates the session secret sA using
the hash function

sA = H (rA, k) (14)

2. Bob listens on a classic channel. Alice sends to him the random number rA. He
receives number rB possibly equal to rA. Bob calculates his own copy of a session
secret

sB = H (rB, k) (15)

then he starts to listen on a quantum channel.
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Table 2 Encoding rules used by Alice and Bob in the improved protocol

Alice and Bob Eve

Even bit value (sA[2l]) Basis Odd bit value (sA[2l + 1]) Quantum state Control Probe

0 B0 0 |0〉 |u〉 |χ0〉
0 B0 1 |1〉 |ū〉 |χ1〉
1 B1 0 |−〉 |v̄〉 |χ1〉
1 B1 1 |+〉 |v〉 |χ0〉

3. Alice encodes sequence of qubits using rules summarized in Table 2. The even
bits of sA select the basis and odd bits encode qubit state. Alice encodes qubits
sequentially and she sends them one by one with a constant speed known to Bob.

4. Bob expects qubits in a specified time slots—that way he may decide how many
qubits were lost. The even bits of the session secret (sB[2l]) determine detection
basis and the measurement outcome is decoded to classical bits using Table 2. The
received bits form the sequence s′

B[2l + 1]. Bob continues detection process until
entire sequence of qubits is received without communicating anything to Alice.

5. Bob estimates the number of lost qubits and bit error rate by comparing received
sequence s′

B[2l +1] with respective values of sB[2l +1]. He decides then whether
the requirements imposed by the security policy are met and signals that to Alice
with the classic channel. Bob rejects authentication request if the number of lost
qubits and/or observed BER are too large.

These simple modifications cause that each authentication event looks differently, in
the sense, that Eve cannot exploit the knowledge gained in a given protocol run in
eavesdropping of the next ones. Bob signals only authentication success or failure, but
not the reception status of single qubits. The net result is Eve faced with all-or-nothing
problem.

Let us analyseMITM attack against modified version of the protocol. Evemeasures
incoming qubits. The obtained outcomes determine the states that she sends further
to Bob. This is equivalent to local construction of the bit string sE. The features of the
hash function H (·) guarantee that Eve‘ is unable to deduce the correct measurement
basis from the knowledge of rA alone. Eve has to select basis randomly and, contrary
to the seminal protocol, she has no feedback fromBobwhether the selection is correct.
In consequence, strings sE and sA are uncorrelated. The introduced BER is equal to
25% but Eve gains no knowledge which protocol cycles were successful. Her attack
succeeds only if, by an accident, the introduced errors in a given protocol instance are
sufficiently low to be accepted by Bob. The probability of such event may be made
arbitrarily small by the elongation of the compared string sA. Even in this extremely
improbable situation, she is still unable to recover the shared secret as the extremely
improbable inversion of the hash

sE = H
(
rA, k′) (16)
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leads towrong value of k′ 
= kwhen at least one bit of sE differs from the corresponding
bit of sA. In fact, Eve can check whether the recovered shared secret is the correct
one only by impersonation of Alice and undertaking the next authentication attempt.
The difference of a single bit between k′ and k leads to large differences between
H

(
rA, k′) and H (rA, k) and, in consequence, makes fake authentication impossible.
The analysis of the entangle and measure attack presented in [33] is still valid

for the modified version. But the information gain estimated therein results from
the implicitly assumed minimum error discrimination. The values of the secret are
recovered with the limited confidence and Eve has to eavesdrop multiple instances of
the same looking authentication to make her guess less or more probable. In contrary,
the Brandt probe gives the confident knowledge of the value of two bits of the shared
secret. The proposed version of the protocol uses encoding immune to the commonly
known version of this attack. However, it remains secure even if taking the pessimistic
assumption that analogue of theBrandt probe do exists for other encoding rules. Again,
recovery of the whole secret requires availability of the multiple instances of the same
looking authentication.

The proposed protocol introduces random coefficient that makes each verification
of the same secret to look differently for the eavesdropper, and the knowledge on the
guessed bits cannot be accumulated. Moreover, the bits of the shared secret are behind
the shield of the hash function as they are not used directly. The recovery of the shared
secret k requires inversion of (14). However, the successful application of the Brandt
probe gives the knowledge on two bits of sA only. Thus most bits of the left-hand side
of (14) are unknown. This results in a plethora of possible values of k that satisfy the
equation. The correctness of guessed k can be verified only by the interrogation of
Bob–Eve has to impersonate Alice and initiate multiple authentication attempts with
the same value of rA. The length of k can be easily extended to the value that makes
this task impossible due to time constraints of the protocol execution. Bob can also
keep a cache of recently used rA’s and he can refuse to authenticate clients that use
the same value of this parameter multiple times.

4 Conclusion

The identity authentication protocol based on classic shared secret which exploits
indistinguishability of non-orthogonal quantum states proposed by Hong et al. [33] is
experimentally feasible. However, some of its features make it vulnerable to known
quantum attacks. The improved version with better security profile is proposed. The
introduced modifications are threefold: (a) the change in classic to quantum encoding
makes it immune to Brandt probe, (b) the introduction of a random factor makes an
attack on each authentication event a separate cryptographic task, (c) the introduced
hash function works as a shield that protects a shared secret which is never directly
used. The improved version does not require an authenticated classic channel—Bob
simply confirms or denies the entire authentication transaction and Eve is faced with
all-or-nothing problem. Anymanipulation with the classic or quantummessages result
in denial of service and it gives no useful information to Eve.
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